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confronted daily with
patients and often questions

that concern vascular
disease. A practical model
has been developed for the
diagnosis and treatment of

patients with vascular
disease. A vascular

laboratory is organised to
take a stepwise approach.

Some of the issues (such as
prosthetic heart valves) are
clearly dealt with by clinical

haematology, but the
majority of issues require

specialised laboratory
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techniques. The laboratory
can provide the support to

ensure that the correct tests
are performed, interpreted

appropriately and analysed in
a timely manner. In this way,

the haematologist can
provide a diagnosis that can

determine a rational
treatment

plan.PHILADELPHIA (CBS) —
The Philadelphia Eagles have
had a ball dropping out of the

air and heading to fans’
pockets in the past month —
and it’s not just the custom-
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designed Super Bowl rings
that have been making
waves. Fans have been

selling the custom-designed
flags that have their team’s

name and logo on them.
They’ve dropped prices to an
unbelievable degree. One fan
told PFT the flag he’s selling

for $150 is selling for just
$20. #Eagles fans: you guys
are making a killing on the

42-star National flag
#FlyEaglesFly

pic.twitter.com/YYVrhqnkn1
— Joe Russo
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(@DeepestThought) February
3, 2018 “I think it’s a big
value,” the fan told PFT.

“That flag sells for $30 now.”
The Eagles won the Super
Bowl and now the Eagles

fans are flooding their eBay
and Craigslist accounts with
their new flags for a fraction
of their previous price. One

guy who’s a real estate agent
posted the flag listing just

this week for $50. It sold in a
matter of minutes. eBay

seller: A listing for an Eagles
flag that sells for $50 went
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for $99 in 2 minutes on eBay
on Feb. 3, 2018. (Kathy
Kmonicek/CBS Philly) In
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